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Tomas,
Here are Virginia’s comments:
 

1. Page xiii: recommend including FSME into the abbreviations page

 
2. Page 4: recommend spelling out FSME in the first paragraph as this is the first time it is mentioned

 
3. Page 5: recommend using the abbreviation FSME in the reference paragraph

 
4. Page 22, Item 3: recommend the NRC request that licensees submit detailed diagrams of the

 storage locations and surrounding areas for review during the licensing process to ensure

 security and ALARA are being considered.

 
5. Page 31, Item 8.10.4: recommend that the sentence be changed to read “When personnel

 monitoring is needed applicants must ensure that the processor is NVLAP
 approved and consult the processor for its recommendations for exchange
 frequency and proper use of the dosimeter.”

 
6. Page 35, Item 8.10.6: Virginia disagrees with the requirement that an applicant “will develop,

 implement and maintain security procedures using information in Appendix G.”  The two barrier

 rule is already a regulation requirement listed in 10 CFR 30.34(i) and thus the licensee should not

 be required to submit a procedure to state how they will meet this regulation.  In the past,

 licensees have not been required to submit procedures on how to meet the storage criteria listed

 in 10 CFR 20.1801 or 1802, these are verified during the inspections.  During inspections

 verification on  how the licensee is meeting the 10 CFR 30.34(i) requirement is also performed. 

 Virginia recommends this requirement be removed from this document or Appendix G be

 rewritten to incorporate statements regarding the security requirements that would allow the

 licensee to implement and maintain Appendix G as their procedure.

 
Mike
 
Michael Welling 
Director Radioactive Materials Program 
Virginia Dept of Health 
109 Governor St, Room 730 
Richmond, VA  23219 
(T) 804-864-8168 
(F) 804-864-8155

http://www.vdh.virginia.gov/Epidemiology/RadiologicalHealth/

From Teddy Roosevelt: "The best executive is one who has sense enough to pick good people to do
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 what he wants done, and self restraint enough to keep from meddling with them while they do it."
 
NOTICE: This E-mail and any attachments may contain confidential information.  Use and further
 disclosure of the information by the recipient must be consistent with applicable laws, regulations and
 agreements.  If you received this E-mail in error, please notify the sender; delete the E-mail; and do not
 use, disclose or store the information it contains.
 
 
 
 


